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Introduction 

 

Welcome to the Optimist International presentation of Teen Internet Safety Education!  This program was developed 

through a collaboration between Junior Optimist Octagon International and Optimist International. 
   

The intent of this program is to educate and raise awareness among teens about the potential dangers they may encounter 

on the internet.  It is intended to be presented to any size groups of teenagers. It is equally effective for a small group or a 
classroom full of students.  

 

Internet dangers are a very real risk but are preventable through education.  If teens learn early about the dangers online, 

they will know how to recognize and avoid becoming victims of Internet crimes.  Recent studies reported these alarming 
statistics: 

 

 54% of teens frequently have private conversations with online strangers through instant messaging.  

10% of tweens. (ibid.) 

 42% said they have posted personal information online; 5% of tweens (ibid.) 

 30% reported that they have talked with a cyber-stranger about meeting in person; 4% of tweens (ibid.) 

 27% said they have talked with an online stranger about sex (ibid.) 

 

 Nearly three-quarters (73%) of online teens believe that someone their age is most likely to be 

approached by someone unknown to them online as opposed to offline  

 When asked how they responded the last time they were contacted online by a complete stranger,    

 just 3% of online teens said they told and adult or authority figure (NetLingo.com) 

 

 61% of 13-17 yr olds have a personal profile on social networking sites (ibid.) 

 44% of online teens with profiles like Facebook and Myspace have been contacted by a stranger, 

compared with 16 percent of those without profiles. (ibid.) 

 Online harassment has grown 50% in just five years and continues to increase. (National Center for 

Missing and Exploited Children) 

 77% of the targets for online predators were age 14 or older.  Another 22% were users ages 10 to 13. - 

Crimes Against Children Research Center 

 16% discovered that someone online was an adult pretending to be much younger. (ibid.) 

 

Please read carefully through this instruction packet and the Presenters Script before giving the program. 

 

Organizing the Presentation 
 
Presenters may give the presentation in many different locations such as libraries, school auditoriums, classrooms 

churches, or community centers.  There are no restrictions on where presentations should be mad, so be creative! 

 
Here is a step-by-step guide to scheduling and preparing for a presentation. Clubs can modify the steps to fit their needs.  

 

1. Contact the Teacher, Principal or Group/Organization Leader 
 

Set up a time to meet with the teacher, principal or group/organization leader.  During your meeting, present materials that 

show the purpose of the program and an overview of the things discussed (for example, promo flier, script, handouts) at a 

glance. Make sure to add contact information.  Leave the materials with the leader to review.  If possible, schedule a date 
to present the program.  Fill out the Scheduling Agreement and mail or fax it to Optimist International with the 

information shown at the bottom of the form. 



 

2.   Promote, Promote, Promote 
In order to ensure the success of your presentation, you will need to communicate information about the program clearly 

and effectively.  Read the Tips for Working with the Media included in this packet.  There are also sample press releases 

and a community calendar notice that can be tailored to fit your presentation. 

  

3.   Prepare the Presentation 
Prepare yourself and the other presenters for the presentation.  Practice reading the Presenter’s Script out loud. Think 

about ways to keep the attendees interested in the subject matter. Make sure that you can operate the laptop computer you 
will need if using an LCD projector. 

 

A few days before the presentation, call your contact person and make sure that everything is in order for your program.  
Ask how many attendees are expected.  

 

Don’t forget to have the following items prepared for presentation day: 

 DVD 
 DVD player and television or laptop computer that plays DVD’s and LCD projector 

 Screen if using LCD Projector 

 Presenter’s Script for each of the presenters 
 Handouts (enough for everyone attending and a few extra copies) 

 Attendee Evaluation Form (enough for everyone attending and a few extra copies) 

 Participant sign-in sheets 
 Club and Optimist information  

 Presenter’s Evaluation Form (for each of the presenters) 

 

How to Present 

 

Co-Presenters 

When possible, make presentations with more than one presenter in attendance.  This gives the presenters the opportunity 
to learn from each other and concentrate on the material. It may also be helpful to have another Club Member responsible 

for passing out information and assisting as needed. 

 

Set-up 
Arrive at the presentation location early to test the equipment and make sure that you are comfortable operating it.  Make 

sure that all electronic equipment is functioning properly and ready to go before the attendees arrive for the program, if 

possible. 
 

Pass Out Handouts and Evaluations 
Before the presentation, pass out the handouts. Leave time at the end of the presentation for attendees to complete the 
Attendee Evaluation Form. Be sure to collect the completed evaluation forms. 

 

How to Follow Up 
Optimist International would like to receive feedback on the program and the presentations made.  Please submit the 
completed Presenter and Attendee Evaluation Sheets to the Programs department at Optimist International. If you 

submitted the Scheduling Agreement and the presentation was postponed, rescheduled or canceled, please notify the 

headquarters office. 
 

THANK YOU 
Thank you for presenting the Teen Internet Safety Education component.  We are certain that each presentation given by 

Optimists raises awareness and educates teens on how to deal with the dangers they may encounter online.  Thank you for 

your Club’s contribution toward our mission of “Bringing out the Best in Kids. 


